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Pervasive smart meters and ubiquitous tracking services create platforms for
the dynamic pricing of resources, access and travel to manage demand.
Most of us today are used to the price of goods
and services remaining largely stable. The cost of a
loaf of bread, a pair of jeans or a bottle of water
varies little if at all. Where there is variation because
of competing suppliers and retailers changing their
TVMGIWXLMWMWPEVKIP]QEVKMREPERHSGGYVWSRE[IIO
XS[IIOSVQSRXLXSQSRXLFEWMW;LMPIXLITVMGIW
SJOI]GSQQSHMXMIWJVSQWYKEVERHGSJJIIXSSMPERH
WXIIPHSZEV]QMRYXIF]QMRYXISRXLIKPSFEPWXSGO
exchanges, this volatility is not immediately passed
on through the supply chain but instead is absorbed
F] XVEHIVW MRXIVQIHMEVMIW ERH [LSPIWEPIVW )ZIR
[LIRXLIVIEVIWTMOIWMR[LSPIWEPITVMGIWGEYWIHF]
heightened resource constraints resulting from the
supply/demand imbalance of rice, wheat or gas, for
instance, we as consumers are largely insulated from
them. All in all, the vast majority of areas currently
I\TIVMIRGI E TVIXX] WXEFPI QEVOIX [LIVI EZIVEKI
prices are reactive and lag the supply-side costs by
at least a month or so.
Where we do experience price variation on a
standard product or service, it is largely predictable
ERHGPIEVP]GSQQYRMGEXIHMREHZERGI3JJTIEOERH
TIEOXMQI XMGOIXMRK SR TYFPMG XVERWTSVX MW E [MHIP]
adopted mechanism for trying to balance out
consumer use of trains, trams and buses in many
countries so that those who are able to might decide
to save money by travelling outside of rush hour
TIVMSHW SV F] FY]MRK XMGOIXW MR EHZERGI SV MR FYPO
The same principle is applied on many toll roads.

Also in the transport sector, airline seat costs vary
not only during the day using a more segmented
TIEOSJJTIEO QSHIP FYX EPWS XLVSYKL WMKRM½GERX
HMWGSYRXW JSV FSSOMRK IEVP] -R ER MRHYWXV] [LIVI
XLIVI MW PMQMXIH GETEGMX] XLI EMVPMRIW EVI OIIR XS
maximise passenger loading, using variable pricing to
attract the majority of customers early and maximise
VIZIRYI JSV PEWXQMRYXI SV ¾I\MFPI FSSOMRKW 3ZIV
recent years the varied pricing models adopted by
XLIPS[GSWXEMVPMRIW JVSQ7SYXL[IWXMRXLI97XS
6]ER%MVMR)YVSTIERH7TMGI.IXMR-RHME EVIE[IPP
recognised area of variable pricing understood by
GYWXSQIVW ERH VI½RIH EW E GSVI GSQTIXIRGI F]
competing operators.
-R E JI[ SXLIV EVIEW [I EVI EPWS I\TIVMIRGMRK
tiered or variable pricing for different experiences.
From the timing of a visit to the cinema and the
choice of seats at a concert to paying a premium
to watch live sport on TV, across the entertainment
sector many of us are already used to the concept
of paying different fees to experience an identical
product depending on the time of day or distance
JVSQ XLI WXEKI -R EHHMXMSR MR WSQI GSYRXVMIW [I
EVIEPWSYWIHXSXLIGSRGITXSJTIEOERHSJJTIEO
energy use – for domestic as well as industrial users.
While these examples are long established in their
respective areas, to date they have shown limited
variation and none has yet varied in real time. With
the widespread introduction and adoption of a
RYQFIV SJ OI] XIGLRSPSKMIW VERKMRK JVSQ WQEVX

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

meters to mobile-based location, things are about
XSGLERKI -RVIWTSRWIXSVMWMRKGSRWXVEMRIHWYTTP]
of some core resources and in a desire to more
½RIP] XYRI GSRWYQIV FILEZMSYV MR ER MRGVIEWMRKP]
proactive manner, the advent of dynamic pricing
models is on the horizon.
7XEVXMRK SJJ MR XLI YXMPMXMIW WIGXSV QER] GSYRXVMIW
are currently passing regulations to introduce smart
meters that will allow real-time monitoring of
electricity, gas and water use. At a basic level, remote
reading of utility consumption allows the industry to
have a better view of demand and so match supply
and, at the same time, enables individual domestic and
MRHYWXVMEPGYWXSQIVWXSXVEGOXLIMVGSRWYQTXMSRERH
associated cost. However, as highlighted in several of
XLI*YXYVI%KIRHE[SVOWLSTWXLIWEQIXIGLRSPSK]
also allows far more sophisticated interaction.
+MZIRXLEX[EXIVWYTTP]ZEVMIWSREWIEWSREPFEWMWERH
consumption on an hourly if not minute-by-minute
basis, with increasing physical and economic water
stress prevalent in many countries, the capability to use
smart meters to introduce dynamic pricing is being
MRGVIEWMRKP] HMWGYWWIH -R 7MRKETSVI E GSYRXV] [IPP
recognised for its water scarcity, individual households
are already given a set quota of basic water supply
on a daily basis and a higher price is charged for
EHHMXMSREPGSRWYQTXMSR )YVSTIERVIKYPEXSVWEVIRS[
preparing the way for a similar approach but with more
WIKQIRXIHHMJJIVIRXMEXMSR³)ZIV]LSYWILSPH[MPPKIXE
HEMP]EPPS[ERGISJ[EXIVWYJ½GMIRXJSVXLIIWWIRXMEPWFYX
additional use will be charged at different rates that
ZEV] HITIRHMRK SR XLI XMQI SJ HE] ERH WIEWSR´ 7S
customers will be able to see the immediate cost of
having a bath rather than a shower, using their washing
QEGLMRIWEXTIEOVEXLIVXLERSJJTIEOXMQIWEW[IPPEW
the price of cleaning their cars or watering their lawns.

Customers can, for example, see the
cost of catching a train, but also the
saving that can be made by waiting half
an hour for the next one.
&] YWMRK H]REQMG TVMGMRK XS QEOI WYTTP]HIQERH
MQFEPERGI FSXL ZMWMFPI ERH ½RERGMEPP] WMKRM½GERX XS
customers, utilities companies aim at better managing
XLISZIVEPPW]WXIQ -RWSQIQEVOIXWXLIVIQE]FIER
MRMXMEPGLEPPIRKIJVSQGSRWYQIVW[LSQMKLXXEOIXMQIXS
come to terms with and trust the new technology, but
once it has been accepted the same principles apply to
electricity and gas with a view to both better managing
and better communicating individual and collective use.
The concept of reverse charging is also gaining traction
whereby individuals who generate their own electricity
[MPPFIEFPIXSWIPPXLIMVI\GIWWFEGOMRXSXLIREXMSREP
grid. This inverts the smart meter model as customers
can become net contributors as well as net consumers.
-RXIVIWXMRKP] SRISJXLI6'%TVSNIGXWI\TPSVIHLS[
this might be manifested for electricity supply through
WMQTPIGPIEVVIEPXMQIJIIHFEGOEXIEGLWSGOIX +MZIR
that the introduction of smart meters is now a legal
VIUYMVIQIRXJSVMRQER]GSYRXVMIWXLMWTPEXJSVQ
for dynamic pricing is clearly being put in place.
&EGOMRXLIXVERWTSVXWIGXSV XVERWMXW]WXIQWEGVSWW
XLI [SVPH JVSQ .ETER XS -RHME XS )YVSTI EVI EPWS
on the verge of introducing more dynamic pricing
– mostly enabled by location-based mobile services.
%W TE]QIRX KSIW XMGOIXPIWW [I [MPP MRGVIEWMRKP] FI
charged directly when our mobile phone gets on and
off a train or bus. Contactless payment systems are
EPVIEH]MRTPEGIMRXVERWMXW]WXIQWMRTPEGIWPMOI,SRK
/SRKERH0SRHSRERHEVIVETMHP]WLMJXMRKJVSQGEVH
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XSQSFMPI+MZIRXLIEFMPMX]SJQSFMPITLSRIWXSFI
TSWMXMSRIH[MXLMREVEHMYWSJGQXLI[MHIWTVIEH
use of this platform for transport charging has long
been advocated and is now being introduced. Again,
as with smart meters, this provides a basic platform
upon which more sophisticated pricing systems can
FIMRXVSHYGIH7SJSVI\EQTPIEWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQ
STIVEXSVWWIIOXSFIXXIVQEREKITEWWIRKIVPSEHMRK
and avoid congestion, they can implement real-time
increases or decreases of the cost of travel on a
XVEMRF]XVEMR SV NSYVRI]F]NSYVRI] FEWMW -RWXIEH
SJWMQTP]LEZMRKTIEOERHSJJTIEOGSWXWXVYGXYVIW
they can introduce a far more granular segmented
model. Customers can, for example, see the cost of
catching a train, but also the saving that can be made
by waiting half an hour for the next one; they can see
the relative real-time costs of alternative transport
options to get to the same destination and so decide
XS XEOI E FYW VEXLIV XLER E XVEMR ERH MX MW EVKYIH
XLI] GER QEOI ZEPYIFEWIH NYHKIQIRXW SR XLI
speed/cost of travel to best suit their requirements.
7YGLH]REQMGW]WXIQW[MPPTVSZMHIKVIEXIVZMWMFMPMX]
of loading and so allow the use of variable pricing to
RYHKITEWWIRKIVWMRXSQEOMRKEPXIVREXMZIGLSMGIWERH
WSMQTVSZIXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJXLISZIVEPPRIX[SVO
Also, in the arena of road pricing, the introduction of
similar technologies is planned to allow passenger and

6IEPXMQITVIHMGXMZIXVEJ½GJSVIGEWXMRKMW
already possible.
freight vehicles to also experience dynamic changes.
Pay-as-you-drive insurance systems have already been
trialled by companies such as Aviva to encourage and
VI[EVHGYWXSQIVWJSVXVEZIPPMRKHYVMRKSJJTIEOLSYVW
ERH SR UYMIXIV VSYXIW )UYEPP] VSEH LEYPEKI ½VQW
EPVIEH] FIRI½X JVSQ GLSSWMRK [LIXLIV SV RSX XS
YWIXSPPVSEHWERHEX[LEXXMQISJHE]XSQEOIXLIMV
SZIVEPPNSYVRI]FSXLXMQIERHGSWXIJ½GMIRX;MXLXLI
introduction of systems such as those offered by the
PMOIWSJ%MVWEKI8SQ8SQERH7IRWI2IX[SVOW VIEP
XMQITVIHMGXMZIXVEJ½GJSVIGEWXMRKMWEPVIEH]TSWWMFPI
Match that with dynamic pricing and a host of
STTSVXYRMXMIWMWYRPSGOIH8EOIXLMWMRXSEVIEWWYGLEW
QIHMEGSRWYQTXMSRERHEWMKRM½GERXGLERKIMWSRXLI
horizon.
While the prices of staple products such as bread,
jeans and bottled water, as well as more expensive
KSSHW PMOI PETXSTW ERH8:W [MPP TVSFEFP] VIQEMR
largely stable, it is clear that in the areas where
ZEVMEFMPMX]SJGSWXGERPIEHXSIJ½GMIRG]MQTVSZIQIRXW
ERH MR¾YIRGI SJ GSRWYQIV FILEZMSYV H]REQMG
TVMGMRK[MPPXEOILSPHSZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI
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